We have designed a stackable file system called Redundant Array of Independent Filesystems (RAIF). It combines the data survivability properties and performance benefits of traditional RAIDs with the unprecedentedflexibility of composition, improved security, and ease ofdevelopment of stackable file systems. RAIF can be mounted on top of any combination of other file systems including network, distributed, disk-based, and memory-based file systems. Existing encryption, compression, antivirus, and consistency checking stackable file systems can be mounted above and below RAIF, to efficiently cope up with slow or unsecure branches.
Introduction Redundant Array of Independent Filesystems (RAIF)
is the first RAID-like storage system designed at the file system level that imposes virtually no There are several implementations of RAID-like file server systems that operate over a network [2, 3] , including implementations that combine network and local drives [4] . However, past systems targeted some particular usage scenario and had a fixed architecture. Inflexibilities introduced at design time often result in sub-optimal resource utilization. RAIF leverages the RAID design principles at the file system level, and offers better configurability, flexibility and ease of use in managing data security, survivability, and performance.
RAIF is a fan-out RAID-like stackable file system. Stackable file systems are a useful and well-known technique for adding functionality to existing file systems [5] . They allow incremental addition of features and can be dynamically loaded as external kernel modules. Stackable file systems overlay another lower file system, intercept file system events and data bound from user processes to the lower file system, and in turn manipulate the lower file system's operations and data. A different class of file systems that use a one-to-many mapping (a fan-out) has been previously suggested [6, 7] and was recently included in the FiST [5, 8] [9] , data-integrity verification [10] , an antivirus [11] , and a compression file system [12] . These FiST is a toolkit for building stackable file systems [5] . Recently it has been extended to support fanout file systems on Linux [8] . Fan Figure 2 . A possible combination of RAIF fanout stacking and other file systems stacked linearly: files are checked for viruses by AVfs before they are stored by RAIF; data is encrypted by NCryptfs before being sent to an untrusted NFS server; and gzipfs compresses files to save space on an in-memory file system. branch is much faster than the others. RAIF5 is similar to RAIF4, but the parity branch changes for different stripes as shown in Figure 3 . In RAIF6, extra parity branches are used to recover from two or more simultaneous failures. Some of these levels can be combined together. For Each RAIF striping unit consists of 2 pages. The starting branch is number 2. The authoritative branch is the 1st. The meta-data copy is stored in the 2nd branch. The meta-data size is equal to one disk block (512 bytes) which is usually smaller than the stripe size.
RAIF meta-data
Small files may occupy only a portion of a single stripe. To distribute the space utilization and accesses among the branches, we start the stripes of different files on different branches. We call the branch where the file's first data page is located the starting branch. The meta information about every file includes the file's starting branch, RAIF level, and striping unit. To delay LOOKUP operations on all except one branch, file size and file attributes are stored together with the RAIF per-file meta-data. The RAIF per-file meta information is stored in the file's authoritative branch. The only information available about the file for a file LOOKUP operation is the file name. Therefore, it is natural to calculate the authoritative branch number based on a hash of the file name. Because the RAIF meta information is essential to reading and writing the file, the meta-data is replicated according to the RAIF level. Thus, RAIF meta information is stored only on the authoritative branch for RAIFO, on all the branches for RAIFI, and on authoritative and parity branches for RAIF levels 4, 5, and 6. Note that the authoritative branch number may change after a RENAME operation. Therefore, the corresponding meta information has to be moved appropriately. For example, if hash(old-file-tame) = 1 and hash(new-filename) = 3 then for a file stored using the RAIF level 4 the meta-data has to be moved from branches 0 and I to branches 2 and 3, respectively. Note that the meta-data still contains information that 1 is the starting branch for this file. Therefore, the file can be correctly composed from the stripe even after it is renamed.
The problem of storing extra meta information on a per-file basis is well known. However, no universal solution is available up to date. Thus, Extended Attributes (EA) associate arbitrary data with files in a file system. Unfortunately, the working group to define an EA API within the POSIX family of standards was unable to reach a common decision and the entire effort was abandoned in 1998. Some of the file systems that support EAs are compatible with the latest draft of the specification [ 14] , while others are based on older drafts. This resulted in a number of subtle differences among the different implementations. NTFS's streams [15] 
Preliminary Evaluation
We have evaluated RAIF performance during different stages of the development process, to identify possible problems early and update the design as needed. In this section we describe the performance of the current RAIF prototype with data stored using levels 0 and 1.
We conducted our benchmarks on two 1.7GHz Pentium 4 machines with 1GB of RAM. The first machine was equipped with four Maxtor Atlas 15,000 RPM 18.4GB Ultra320 SCSI disks formatted with Ext2. The second machine was used as an NFS server. It had two 10GB Seagate U5 IDE drives formatted with Ext2. Both machines were running Red Hat 9 with a vanilla 2.4.24 Linux kernel and were connected via a dedicated 100Mbps link. We remounted the lower file systems before every benchmark run to purge the page cache. We ran each test at least ten times and used the Student-t distribution to compute 95% confidence intervals for the mean elapsed, system, user, and wait times. Wait time is the elapsed time less CPU time used and consists mostly of IIO, but process scheduling can also affect it.
In each case the half-widths of the confidence intervals were less than 5% of the mean. We ran the following two benchmarks:
. Postmark [18] Figure 4 shows the benchmark results for plain Ext2 and RAIFO mounted over 1, 2, 3, and 4 lower Ext2 file system branches. The I/O time accounts for more than 99.9% of the execution time. The execution times of Ext2 and RAIF-BR are statistically indistinguishable. Since the total amount of data fetched from the disks is only 16MB, the SCSI and PCI buses were idle most of the time. The I/O time is mostly defined by the time of the disk seek operations. Therefore, the elapsed benchmark execution time decreases well with the increase of the number of branches. Compared to Ext2, the benchmark executes 1.8 times faster with RAIF-2BR, 2.4 times faster with RAIF-3BR, and 3.0 times faster with RAIF-4BR. In the case of RAIFI, the RANDOM-READ benchmark shows the effectiveness of proportional-share loadbalancing in distributing read loads between identical replicas. The results can be seen in Figure 5 . The EXT2EXT2 configuration, which has RAIFI mounted over two EXT2 file systems, distributes read loads between two EXT2 branches and is 38% faster than Ext2. The EXT2NFS configuration has RAIFI mounted over an EXT2 branch and an NFS branch, and is a case of RAIFl over disparate file systems. Proportional share load-balancing beats naive round-robin in this case.
Postmark is the second 110-intensive benchmark we ran. We ran it with a striping unit size of 8KB that is smaller than the optimal value but is about the average file size used during the test. This makes about half of the files span across multiple branches. Figure 6 shows the result for RAIFO. So far we demonstrated that our current RAIF prototype has modest system time overheads. It improves elapsed time considerably for 1/0-intensive workloads by balancing and distributing the load of lower branches. However, further system time optimizations are needed to improve scalability and decrease latency of individual file system operations.
Related Work
Data grids have high availability and efficiency requirements [19] . The choice of data placement and management schemes plays a crucial role in realizing these goals [20, 21] .
Data replication is a commonly-used strategy. It improves data survivability and response time, provides load balancing, and offers better bandwidth utilization [22, 23] . Replication in RAIF uses proportionalshare load balancing using the expected delay as the load metric. This approach is generally advocated for heterogeneous systems [17] . However, when the workload includes a mix of random and sequential operations, the number of 110 operations performed may be a more suitable load metric [24] .
Grids also implement several other storage mechanisms, like striping, streaming, and on-demand caching [25] , to efficiently serve a wide range of access patterns. Media distribution servers use data striping and replication to distribute the load among servers [2, 26] . The stripe unit size and degree of striping have been shown to influence the performance of these servers [27] . RAIF effectively mixes striping with other data placement techniques on a need basis.
Data Grids typically comprise of highly heterogeneous storage and network resources. Fault-tolerance and dynamic re-configuration are key to a successful operation in such scenarios [28] . RAIF realizes these goals by bringing the rich set of RAID configurations to the file system level through our stackable fan-out file system infrastructure. Fan-out file systems themselves were proposed before [6, 7] . However, so far the most common application of fan-out has been unioning [8, [29] [30] [31] [32] . [9] , data integrity verification [10] , antivirus [11] , compression [12] , and a tracing [33] stackable file systems can be mounted on top or below RAIF.
The idea of using different RAID [1] levels for different data access patterns was used in several projects at the driver [4] and hardware levels [34] . However, the lack of higher-level information forced the developers to make the decisions based solely on statistical information.
Zebra is a distributed file system that uses standard network protocols for communications between its components [3] . Zebra uses per-file RAID levels and striping with parity. In contrast, RAIF's stacking architecture allows it to utilize the functionality of existing file systems and to create a variety of configurations without any modifications to the source code.
Conclusions
Our RAIF architecture holds much promise. Its high flexibility, portability, and simplicity make it a general solution to many existing file system architecture problems. RAIF can provide improved data survivability, data management, and can be easily and efficiently integrated with existing and future security tools. We have designed it to be extensible with plugin formulas and parameters that determine the RAIF personality.
We are currently implementing several RAIF6 multifailure recovery methods. We are designing an automatic per-file RAIF levels assignment and RAIF level dynamic migration. For this purpose, we plan to use statistical information about file accesses and information about the current storage state. We are developing a more reliable in-kernel data recovery mechanism. We are working on the general performance and scalability improvements of the stackable fan-out infrastructure. We are exploring a number of techniques to improve RAIF's efficiency, including delayed writes, simultaneous writes to all branches, zero-copying, and advanced page caching.
